
Christina has worked globally for brands’ Ladbrokes, Lays Chips, ESPN, Smirnoff Vodka and 
Nike, can be seen as a core Nurse in Season Two of Cinemax’s The Knick, on Home and Away, 
and as series regular on SeekTV’s Here We Wait. 

As an actor-producer, Christina is proud to have travelled to the prestigious Cannes Film 
Festival with short film "Sarah Is Not Her Name”, which went on to screen across acclaimed 
festivals from New York to Los Angeles and all the way to Sydney. Christina is thrilled to make 
her SXSW debut in 2020 playing Jasmine in Lynn Chen’s “I Will Make You Mine”. As writer-
actor-producer she is even more excited to be debuting a comedy series titled “Growing 
Nowhere”* about two (delusional) 20-somethings navigating adulthood and attempting to 
conquer the job market... All while doing as little work as possible. *Best Sitcom: Winner, Best 
Representation of Women: Winner.

While the stage is where Christina first discovered her love for the limelight, the screen is where 
her love for playing characters and telling stories with heart, laughs, and a healthy dose of 
drama- ode to the self professed drama queen she is- has come to really blossom. Although 
emotionally driven, she never loses her tough and often blunt edge, a characteristically 
Australian trait, and finds herself time and time again drawn to the sorts of women who are sexy, 
funny, with a dash of humility and no hesitation to embarrass themselves, or stand up for what 
they believe in... a trait perhaps more indicative of her Sicilian heritage. 

Accepted with full scholarship to the Australian Institute of Music where she graduated with a 
Bachelor of Music majoring in Music Theatre, she has since gone on to study Film and 
Television at the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA), completed a Two Year 
Conservatory at the Lee Strasberg Theatre and Film Institute, New York and has trained in 
Los Angeles with John Rosenfeld at The JRS Studios in West Hollywood. Christina is based 
in Sydney, Australia.


